LetV=C 2 ,U = (2iriZ)
2 [B(v, v') 
] ). The left action of U on H B , given
by (u, (v, z) ) - > (u + v;ze[B(u, v) [B(u', v) ] G C*. Thus u -* e [B(u, -) ] is a 1-cocycle for U with coefficients in H° (V, Op) Next we identify the sections of (M B , 0) with L B = {a GL B \a: invariant under the left action of U} 9 the space of "degenerate theta functions". This is stable under dp (Lie H B ) . And the differential of the map V -^> C* x C*, is commutative.
]), yields the identity e[B(u + u\ v)] = e[B(u f u 4-v)]e
We are done modulo this proposition. Let a denote the canonical analytic isomorphism rw^tfw, •«x,y) ',e[z] ). So o is horizontal <=> a = exr/-r ƒ ln^f)-).
Clearly a o 0 yields such a (horizontal) section. Now we will prove the proposition. The solution space to (*) is spanned by {ln 2 , log, 1}. It is straightforward to check that the monodromy around 0 (resp. 1) is given by 'In, Jog + 2ml resp, f]n 2 + 2m log^ log
